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story: nizamuddin siddiqui plays bashir siddiqui, a man from
a village in uttar pradesh. one day, he goes to the mountain
to bring food for his family. he comes across an old woman,
and falls in love with her. he follows her home to seek the

blessings of the village’s priests, who in turn announce that
he is a harbinger of a great leader who will lead the

oppressed masses to freedom. the dreamer from the lower
caste picks up a tool and starts working. he never knows
the name of his leader, or even his own name, but in his
work he starts carving an entirely new path, one that will
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become an important highway in the history of west bengal.
the film's title, one of its most important thematic points,

plays out in the film as something like an echo of the hero’s
carvings, which are at once a manifestation of his personal
love for her and a conscious and deliberate statement of his

aspiration. the title of the film, ‘manjhi’, means ‘the
mountain’, which he has carved out of the rocks. one day,
nizamuddin siddiqui will come on set with his hammer and
chisel. the make-up man may be wondering what the next

hour will bring, but siddiqui looks at his work with
satisfaction. his face is thin and wrinkled, but his eyes

shine. they are big, brown eyes that almost lie on the floor.
today, he is working on the'manji' that will give the title to
the film. who is the manjhi who has carved out this path

through the himalayas and then leads the masses to
freedom? is he based on anyone in history? no. is he an

ideal of what any one man can do, given the right tools and
the determination to see his dream through to completion?

if so, his name is nobody. but he is real, a man who is
deserving of an immortal title. 5ec8ef588b
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